The countable box product of ordinals is examined in the paper for normality and paracompactness. The continuum hypothesis is used to prove that the box product of countably many a-compact ordinals is paracompact and that the box product of another class of ordinals is normal. A third class trivially has a nonnormal product Because I have found a countable box product of ordinals useful in the past [1] , this class of spaces particularly interests me. The purpose of this paper is to tell what I know about which of these spaces is paracompact or normal.
Let [CH] and [GCH] denote the continuum hypothesis is true and the generalized continuum hypothesis is true, respectively.
To avoid repetition assume that for each n E w0, an is a positive ordinal, and let X be the box product of {a"}"ea(¡. If x G X or U C X, let x(n) and U(n) denote the projection of x and U, respectively, on a". B. Let S = [n E <o0 | an is not a-compact}. Case 0. The trivial case. There are n E S and m E u0 -{n} with am > cf (a"). Theorem 0 yields X is not normal. Case 1. The basic case. 5 = 0. Theorem 1 yields [CH] X is paracompact. Case 2. The other case. Not Cases 0 or 1.
Since not Case l,S¥=0. And s E S imply as is not paracompact; so X is not paracompact. Define k(X) = sup {cardinality of ILei^-M ßn I s G S, ßn < an, and ß" is compact}. Since S # 0 and not Case 0, there is a unique uncountable 8 such that cf (as) = 8 for all s E S. Since not Case 0 and 8 is uncountable, k(X) < sup{cardinality of ß*> | ß is a cardinal less than 8). Thus [GCH] implies k(X) < 5 unless 8 is the cardinal successor of an infinite a-compact cardinal. Theorem 2 proves k(A) < 8 and [CH] implies X is normal.
Thus in Case 2, if 8 is not the cardinal successor of an infinite o-compact cardinal, then [GCH] X is normal but not paracompact. I give some examples to show the flavor of the results.
(1) cío = W2 anQl aB = "o + 1 for n > 0; [CH] X is normal; Case 2.
(2) att = wk for a finite k > 1 and all n; [CH]A" is normal; Case 2.
(3) a" = uao+2 for n even and an = w0 + 1 for « odd; [GCH] A' is normal; Case 2.
(4) an = w" for all n; A' is not normal; Case 0. (5) an = oo^ for all «; [CH] A" is paracompact; Case 1. (6) an = uq + 1 for all n; [CH] AT is paracompact; Case 1. But I conjecture there is a model of set theory in which X is not normal. (7) olq -«j and an = w0 + 1 for all n > 0; Case 2 but none of the present results apply. / conjecture X is not normal in a model of set theory including [CH] . / also conjecture X is normal in a different model of set theory.
C. Let T = {t E «o | a, is a-compact but not compact}.
Lemma 0. Without loss of generality, T -0.
Proof. If t E T, choose nonlimit ordinals Oq, < aXl < • • • having a, as a limit.
Define & = {ILe«,, A" \ A" = a" if n E t^-T, and either A" = a^ or A" = am -a^i_Xy, for some /' > 0 if « E T). Clearly ¿Eis a collection of disjoint open sets covering X; thus X is paracompact (normal) if and only if all members of â are paracompact (normal). But Yl"eoo A" E & implies A" is either isomorphic to a compact ordinal or is a non-o-compact ordinal. Hence we may assume T = 0.
D.
Theorem 0. Suppose y and ß are ordinals; y is not a-compact, and ß > cf (y). Then yXßis not normal.
Proof. Let 5 = cf (y). Since 8 x (6 + 1) = D is homeomorphic to a closed subset of yxß, it suffices to show that D is not normal. For a < 8, let ha = (a,8) and ka = (a,a). Then H = {«" | a < 8) and K = {ka \ a < 8) are disjoint closed subsets of D. Suppose U and V are disjoint sets open in D and U D H and V D K. Let A = [X < o | X is a limit ordinal}. Since fcA G K for each a G A, there is a ßk < A with {(tj,A) | & < tj < A} C K. Since cf(5) = o, there is a ß < ô such that p < Ô implies {A G A | p\ = j8 and A > p} *= 0. Since hß G t/, there is a p < o such that {(ß,X) | p < X < 8} C U. Choose A G A such that ßx = /S and X > p. Then (#A) G U D K. Thus * is not normal.
Conjecture based on the proof of Theorem 0. Let a0 = <cx and a" = wn+ I for « > 0. For a < w, define /t" G A' by «"(0) = a and «"(«) = w0 for « > 0. For o < wj choose &" G X so A:o(0) = a and, for « > 0, choose ka(n) < to0 in such a way that ß < a implies there is an m G w0 so n > m gives &0(«) > ^(n). Then H = {na | a < toj and A' = {&" | a < t^} are again closed and disjoint subsets of X. I conjecture that in some model of set theory including [CH], K can be chosen in such a way that H and K cannot be separated. However, in a model with no scale of cardinality N, (that is, for any K there is an x G <oq X Wq X • • • such that for all a there is an m for which « > m implies x(n) > &"(«)) I feel X must be normal. [CH] implies there is a scale of cardinality H¡.
E. The theorems are proved in this section and we need more notation. Assume an is compact for all n.
Let E = {ILeuo J» I Jn is a closed subinterval of a"); we allow J" = 0. See that .Y G £ and the intersection of the members of any subset of E is a member of £. If L G £, define ILeuoSupipi«) |p G L} to be the top of L; observe that 0 # L G E implies the top of L belongs to L.
is both open and closed for all «}; <& is a basis for the topology of X.
For p & X and « G <o0, let £"(p) = {xG^| x(m) = p(m) for all m > «}. Let E(p) = U"eoo£"(;) and S = {UpeuE(p) | Í/ G <&}. For K G S let F» denote a particular U e.% with F = Uper/f^p). Observe that the relation E, •where pEq means p(w) = q(m) for all but finitely many m G w0, partitions X into equivalence classes and that E(p) is the equivalence class to which p belongs.
From this we see that F G S implies V is the union of disjoint members of <$> because K = U^Uje^Jj I Jj(i) = K*(i) for i > n and Jj(i) is either V*(i) or a maximal subinterval of a" -K*(/)}. Let Since the terms of % are disjoint open and closed intervals of a" whose union is a", the terms of % are disjoint members of ê whose union is X.
Since km > m, clearly Jn C V*(n) for n>km. Let J = UneuoJ" and K = Upey£(/>). Then x E V E X Assume v G K and w G w0. There is a A: G w0 so ,y(w) G J" for all « > k; so >(«) G K*(/i) for all n > Am + k. Choose a point/? of K* such that p(n) = y(n) for n > km + A; theny G £(77) so v G 1£. Thus K G X Hence Xis a set of disjoint members of S whose union is n"euo V". Lemma 2.IfxEXand&E fi, rAe« x G U S(fi).
Proof. By induction we define for each n E <o0 a finite subset fi" of fi such that K G fi" implies K D £"(*) ^ 0; fi" is a cover of E"(x) by disjoint sets. Also there is an open-closed interval /" of an to which x(n) belongs which is V(n) for all K c &".
Choose W E & such that x 6 Wand let &0 = {W) and /0 = IK(0). Assume &n-X has been-chosen. Since fi is a basis for the topology of X and &n_x is finite and its members are closed, for each p G U ân-X there is a J£ G fi such that p E Vp and J£ n (Ufi"_i) = 0. Since E"(x) = a0 X a, X • • • X a"_, X {*(«)} X {x(« + 1)} x • • •, and each a, is compact, £"(x) is compact. Hence E"(x) contains a finite subset p0,px, ...,pk such that [Vp¡ \ i < k) covers E"(x) -(Ufifl_i). Let /" = nKeS^lU9"K(/i). Since K G <£"_, U <&" implies K n £"(*) =¿ 0, x(n) E In. For K G fi,,., U €B", define "V E % by nK(/) = K(i) for i # n and "K(n) = /". Then define &n = {" V \ V E &n_x U %}; clearly &" has the desired properties.
For all r and n in w0 and V G &", define Vm = K(0) X • • • X V(n -1) X /" X I"+x X • • • X In+r X V(n + r + 1) X • • • ; and define V -V(0) X • • • X V(n -1) X /" X In+X X • • •. Let % = {K" | « G w0 and K G &"}. Clearly K D K"° D VnX D • • • D F", so K G 6îB C â implies K" G £ By an easy induction on r, Vm G &"+r. Thus the fact that, for all m G to0, the members of each &m are disjoint, yields that % is a collection of disjoint members of &.
Define Z = {p G X | for some « G u0,p(m) G 7m for all «j > «}. Clearly x G Z G S. We prove Z = U 3C and this proves the lemma.
Clearly each term of % is contained in Z, so we only need prove Z C UX Suppose p G Z. There is an « G <o0 with p(w) G Im for all m > n. Let ^ be the point of E"(x) with #(m) = p(m) for «t < n and <7(«t) = x(m) for m > n. Then ? G K G <£". But alsop G Kandp G K" G 3C So Z C UOC Lemma 3. If& G il, then [CH] there is a set of disjoint members ofC>(@) covering X.
Proof. Define a one-to-one function /: uxX.ux^> wj such that f(ß, a) > /? for all ß and a; / need not be onto.
For each countable ordinal ß we define sets %ß and %ß by transfinite induction. Our induction hypotheses are:
(1) %ß c g(6?) and %ß c S.
(2) %ß U 5C^ is a disjoint cover of X and no term of %ß intersects a term of %ß.
(3)p<ß and V G 0C" implies F G ^. (4) p < ß and K G 9^ implies there is a U G 9C" with £/ D K.
We use some functions in the definitions and we define these before beginning the induction. We are now ready to begin our induction. Define %0 = 0 and %0 = (X). Assume %ß and %ß satisfying the induction hypotheses have been defined for all ß < y where 0 < y < «,.
We first define 3CY and %y in the case y = 8 + 1 for some o < ux. Observe that part of our assumption in this case is that gß has been defined for all ß < 8. Let Qs = {U G %s | there are a G ux,ß < 5, and W G Sfy such that /(/?,a) = 8, U C W, and the top of gß(W,a) belongs to 17}.
Fix U G Qs. Since / is one-to-one, a and ß are uniquely determined. By (2) there can be at most one W G %ß such that U C If . So g^ ( W, a) and the top tv oí gß(W,a) are uniquely determined by U.
Choose Z G S(fi) with tu G Z as guaranteed by Lemma 2; keep in mind that Z is a function of U. Define Hu = // n Z. For n G wq define 9, = {/ D 7 | / is either U*(n) or a maximal subinterval of aB -U*(n) and / is either Z*(n) or a maximal subinterval of an -Z*(n)}. Then define ? = {ILeuo FH \ Fn E % and, for infinitely many n, F" <t Z *(«)}. Let %u = {l4,ef£(/0 | F G 9" and F C U).
The terms X^ are disjoint and their union is U -Z. Now define XY = X, U {Hv \ U E Qs) and X, = (%s -Qs) U U{%, \ U E Qs). Using only the preceding paragraph and the facts that 8 + 1 = y, the induction hypotheses are satisfied for ß < y, Qt C Xj, and that for each U G Qs, a unique term tu of U has been chosen, it is easy to check that the induction hypotheses hold for y. The messy definitions of gß and Qs are only used later. But we need XY and X, chosen in this complicated way in order to prove the lemma.
If y is a limit ordinal, define XY -U^<YX^ and £Y -[C\ß<y Vß | Vß G %ß}. By Define X = U^^X^. The members of X are certainly disjoint terms of ë(ê) so the lemma is proved if X covers X. Assume/7 G X -U X Then for each ß < w,, there is a unique Uß E %ß with p G Uß. For « G w0 and ß < «, let 5^, = {/ C am \ I is either í/¿ («) or a maximal subinterval of an -U*ß(n)). For n G w0 and ß < w,, let /#, be the term of iß, to which Xn) belongs, and for each 8 < <o,, let ^, = n^<i/^". Define Jt = H"euo Jsn-Clearly p E Js C Ut, and ß < fi implies J^ C Jß. Let /4 be the top of Js; that is, r4 = üneuo sup{jc(n) | x E Jt). Clearly ia G JJ, and ¿8 < fi implies ts(n) < tß(n) for all n. Since w, and o" are well ordered, there is, for each n E Uq, a smallest ß" < w, such that ^(/i) = inf{fy(«) | /5 < w,}. Define ^3 = sup{/?" | n E w0}. Then tß = rs for all 5 > ß. Look again at the definition of gß. If Uß = W, Onenp<ß yields Up = IK(p) and 9^ = ^. So J^ E % and ^ G £ Hence, Jß -gß(Uß,a) for some a < to,. Letf(ß,a) = fi; look at the definition of XY and XY in the case y = fi + 1. Clearly Us E Qt and tUt = íj. Thus ts belongs to a term of XY; but this contradicts ts = rY G Í/Y G X,. Hence X covers X. An analogous proof shows Y is collectionwise normal. Proof. Using Lemma 0, we assume « G w0 -S implies y" is compact. Suppose A and B are disjoint closed subsets of Y. Define X to be the box product of {an)n£a<¡ where an = yn when n G w0 -S and an = yn + 1 when « G 5. Observe that aB is compact for each n, and 7 is a subspace of X. We now use the notation set up at the beginning of §E for X; recall 9> is a basis for X. Define Ii R = 0 then jc G Y and, since .4 and B are closed and disjoint in Y, the lemma is true. Assume R =£ 0 for the rest of the proof. Observe that R # 0 and k < o imply the cardinality of Wis less than 8. We have two similar major cases.
Case (1) . R has more than one member. In this case, by the definition of k and t < 5, yn = ô for all n G R. For a < o, define z" to be the point of Z all of whose coordinates are a and define Z, to be the set of all points of Z all of whose coordinates are greater than a. We use {za | a < ô} and {Z" | a < 5} to help us choose a special ordinal X < ô. Case (la). Ä =/= w0. In this case we wish to choose X < 5 such that, for all p G W', one of the following hold: (i) (p,Zx) n B = 0 and (p,zx) G ^, (ii) (p,ZA) n A = 0 and (p,zx) G B, or (iii)(p,ZÂ)n04 U B) = 0.
Lei P = {p e. W \ there is a a < ô such that q G Z" implies (p,o) £ -d U 5}. Since the cardinality of Wis less than Ô, there is a ß < ô such thatp G P and q E Zß implies (p,o) g 4 U fi. Any X chosen with /? < X < o yields (iii) for all p G P. If If C P, define X = Ä and (iii) holds for p G W. Otherwise we have (la*) or (la**).
Case (la*). W' -P # 0 a«a"o # «,.
